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1 Gibbs adsorption equation [ 1 - 41 

1 1 Thermodynamxs 
In the macroscopic desclnptlon of an mterface, z e , the transltlon reDon 

(0) between two homogeneous parts of a system (the phases or and p), the 
thermodynamic quantity y 1s the central parameter For a system with com- 
ponents z the reversible changes m the mternal energy U and Gibbs free 
energy G are given by 

dU = TdS --pdV +Cp,dn, + rdk (1) 

and 

dG = --SdT + Vdp +zp,dn, + ydA (2) 

Here p (pressure), T (temperature), p, (thermodynamic potent4 of compo- 
nent I) and y (mterfaclal or surface tenslon) are mtenslve properties, and U, 
G, S (entropy), V (volume), n, (number of moles of component z) and A 
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(mterfaclal area) are extensive propertles of the system According to eqn 
(2) y 1s defmed as the Gibbs free energy of formation of the interface, t e , 
the reversible work required to create a unit of interface 19 the usual expen- 
mental condltlons 

Y= 
P Tn, 

Based on eqn (l), y can be related to the mterfaclal energy as 

P,A n, TA,n, ' 

(3) 

(4) 

where use has been made of Maxwell’s relations derived from eqn (2) In 
thermodynamic equrllbrlum the mtenslve parameters T and the P, ‘s are con 
stant throughout the system, as well as p if the interface between IY and 0 
1s flat For the mdlvldual phases, the expressions correspondmg with eqn (1) 
may then be wrltten as 

dW = TdS” -_pdV” +&dn,a, (5a) 

di!? = TdSp -pdVP +ZprdnzP (5b) 

These expressions may be integrated and subsequently dlfferentlated to yield, 
after subtraction of eqns 5(a), (b) the Gibbs-Duhem relations 

--S”dT + V”dp --~nL”d~, = 0, (64 

-@dT + Vpdp -%,@dp, = 0 
1 

(6b) 

If we denote the extensive properties of the mterface with the super- 
scmpt o, the followmg relations will hold for the total system 

n, = n, ff + rz,p + rqff ) 

U=U”+Ufl+U@, 

s = S” + so + S”, 

V=V”+VP+VO 

Subtraction of eqns (5a) and (5b) from eqn (1) yields, with eqns (7) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(1-O) 
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dU= = TdS” +&,dn,” + 7d.A --pdV“ (11) 

This equation may agam be mtegrated and subsequently differentiated to 
@ve, after subtraction of eqn (ll), the interface analogue of the Glbbs- 
Duhem relation 

-VOdp + S”dT +~n,“d~, + Ady = 0 
I 

(12) 

After mtroducmg the defmltlons 

VU So nzu 7= -,f’= -mdr,= - 
A A A 

(13) 

eqn (12) is written as 

dr = -.+‘dT -zr,dpr + rdp, 
1 

(14) 

which 1s the most general form of the Gibbs adsolptlon equation According 
to the phase rule for a system with k components m two phases, the number 
of independent variables (f = k f 2 - r, r 1s the number of phases) 1s equal to 
k, so, m prmclple, two of the k + 2 vanables m eqn (14) can be ehmmated 
The ehmmatlon can be performed with the aid of the two Gibbs-Duhem 
relations eqn (6a), (b) With the defmltlons 

S” 
s cx- -- 

V” 
,s@ = sp a _ nra -- vp’C1 V” 

and cz@ = $ (15) 

by ehmmatmg dp the eqn (6a), (b) combines mto 

k 

(sa - sP)dT + x (c,” - c,@)e, = 0 
z=l 

06) 

If we choose the thermodynamic potential of one of the components, 
e g , z = 1, as one of the variables to be eliminated, we get from eqn (16) 

sa -so 
dell= - (y 

Cl -cl 
(17) 

Inserting eqn (17) mto eqn (14) yields the equation 

s;~sBp 
Cl Cl 

C”---cp 
lLy_ ‘p dr.l, + Tdp,U8a) 

Cl Cl 

to be abbreviated as 

dy = -s”‘dT - 2 FIC1)d~, + Tdp 
1=2 

(18b) 

Here s(l) and rz(‘) denote the relative mterfaclal entropy and relative concen- 
tration of component I as defined between the brackets m eqn (18a) As a 



second vanable we could ehmmate the pressure, e g , by expressing dp m T 
and ,U’S with the aid of eqn (6a) This results m a modified form of eqn 
(18b) mth T and (k - 1) 1-1’s as independent variables 

1 2 Gibbs’ mterfaclal model 
In reahty, the transltlon from one homogeneous phase mto another 1s 

never abrupt but gradual, extendmg over a certam distance (7 m Fig 1 and 
eqn (18b)) For example, m a system with one component (e g , sohd/melt, 
Fig 2(a)) or with two components (e g , solld/hquld solution, Fig 2(b), (c)) 
the concentrations of the components will, m general, change In the mter- 
facial model proposed by Gibbs the phases are supposed to be separated by 
a mathematical plane without volume -- the “Gibbs dlvldmg surface” This 
implies that 7 = 0 and that instead of eqn (10) we have 

V=V”+VP (19) 
The two phases are assumed to contmue uniformly up to this plane, and 
excesses or deflclencles m the extensive parameters (n&O, U” and Sa m eqns 
(7) - (9)) are attributed to the dlvldmg surface With eqns (7), (15) and (19) 
the surface excess or adsorbed amount of component z per unit area becomes 

nla r,= - = n, -c, O1 v + (ctoI - c,qvp 
A A 

(20) 

This amount 1s unspeclfled as long as the positron of the dlvldmg plane, or 
VP m eqn (2), 1s not defmed 

The most common procedure for locatmg the dlvldmg surface 1s by 
selecting the adsorption of one of the components to be zero, e g , the single 
component m Fig 2(a) and component 1 m Figs 2(b), (c) For r1 = 0 one 
obtams with eqn (20) 

CpV- n, 
VP= cy 

Cl -cl 
@ (21) 

The mtroductlon of eqn (21) mto eqn (20) yields the so-called “relative ad- 
sorption” of component z 

c, P 

Cl 

P ), 

a 

(22) 

Fig 1 System w&h homogeneous phases (Y and /3 separated by the transltlon region o 
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Fig 2 Illustration of Gibbs’ mterfaclal model (a) l-component system, e g , solid/melt, 

(b), (c) multi-component systems, e g , hquld/sohd with 1 = liquid solvent, 2 = solute 

It may easily be shown, by ehmmatmg VP from the expressions, eqn (20), 
for r1 and rr, that the relative adsorption defined by eqn (22) 1s ldentlcal 
with rZ(l) m eqns (18a) and (b) 

In the Gibbs model the adsorption, eqn (1 Sb) reduces to 

dy = -s’l’dT- ; r,C1)dp, (23) 
E=2 

From this equation we get 

ay 

(-1 
=- r (1) 

J 
(24) 

a& T-pZ# 1.J 

Remarks 

(I) Wlthm Gibbs’ mterfaclal model an alternative means of locatmg the 
dlvldmg plane 1s by takmg the sum of the adsorbed amounts of all compo- 
nents to be zero, z e , 

5 r,=o (Z-5) 
1=1 

This leads to the so-called “reduced adsorption” values for the z components 
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(2) Fortunately for many systems, slmphflcatlons may be mtroduced m 
eqns (22) - (24) In sohd/llquld systems the transltlon between the two bulk 
phases 1s often quite abrupt, and the posltlon of the dlvldmg surface, defmed 
with respect to the mam components m both phases, 1s approximately the 
same Moreover the concentrations of some components w:Il be so low that 
the correspondmg terms (c,~, c,p) may be neglected 

(3) The well-known simple form of the Gibbs adsorption equation 

r, = - dy 
RT dln c, 

(261 

follows from eqn (24) under the assumptions mentioned m the previous 
remark for one component] m an ideal, dilute solutron with 

P, = P, O +RTlnc, (271 

2 Electrical aspects [ 3 - 81 

2 1 Types of potentsals 
In the previous section we have tacitly assumed that the components 

were electrically neutral molecules or ions m such combmatlon that the con- 
dition for total electrical neutrality was imposed 

Cn,z, = 0, (281 

where z, 1s the charge number of the lomc species z As 1s illustrated by a 
simple example (cf ref 2, Ch ES), a slrght devlatlon of condltlon (28) causes 
a very high electrical potential - the physlcal reason for the hrgh sensitivity 
of electrical measurements and analytical techniques based on such measure- 
ments 

Consider a single, spherlcal phase with a radius, r, of 1 cm placed under 
vacuum, e g , a sphere of Cu or Nl with ( 4/3)nr3 p /M z 0 6 moles or 0 6Nay 
=36X 1023CuorN1atoms(p density, M molecular weight, N,, Avo- 
gadro number) An excess charge, q, on the sphere will cause an electrical 
potential $ Just outside the sphere equal to 

$= 4 
47reOr ’ 

(291 

where e. 1s the permlttlvlty of vacuum (477~~ = 1 11 X 10-l’ C V-l m-l) 
To obtain a potential of 1 V (at r = 10M2 m) one needs to have an excess 
charge q = 1 11 X lo-l2 C or 1 11 X 10-12/e = 0 7 X lo7 elementary 
charges, e (e = 1 6021 X 10-l’ C) This amounts to, e g , 3 5 X 10” Cu2+ 
ions or 0 6 X 10-l’ moles or 3 7 X 10-l” g Cu2+ 

This excess 1s too small to be measured wrth chemical analytlcal tech- 
niques If the charge IS located totally on the surface of the sphere It 
represents a fractional coverage of only about 0 3 X 10Pg (Cu’+ per Cu sur- 
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face atom) if we take the area per Cu atom at the surface to be u, = 10 a ‘, 
and thus the total number of surface atoms equals to 4mr2/o, = 12 5 X 1Ol5 
atoms 

The example illustrates that it 1s possible to constder two phases of 
ldentlcal chemical composltlon but of different electrical potential The 
thermodynamic potential of a charged species (ion, electron) 1s called the 
electrochemrcal poten tral and will be denoted as ji, This potential 1s a 
measurable quantity, equivalent to the p,‘s rn the previous sections As 
emphasized by Gibbs [ 1] and Guggenheim [ 21, any sphttmg of an electro- 
chemical potential, or a difference jIi,” - ji,fl between two phases, m a 
chemical part and an electrical part IS, m prmclple, arbitrary and wlthout 
physical slgmflcance electrical charges (electrons, ions) are always also 
chemical entitles and all forces between atoms and ions are fundamentally 
electric m nature However, m practice, some subdlvlslons have proved to 
be useful, notably those proposed by Lange [9] These will briefly be sum- 
marized here, for details see refs 6 and ‘7 

The electrochemical potential iiZff, or the work done to transfer a 
charged particle of species I from a pomt infinitely distant from phase LIL (at 
potential zero) mto the bulk of CK, may be divided mto (a) the work required 
for the transfer of particle E mto the homogeneous volume of (Y deprived of 
charge and surface dipoles (cc,), and (b) the work required for transfer mslde 
a shell, representmg the charge and dipoles at the mterface (zlFG, with F the 
faraday charge per mole of umvalent ions) 

j&,* = II,” + z,F@” (30) 

The quantity p1 has been termed the chemzcal potent& and @ the znner or 
Galvanr potent& Both are, m general, not measurable quantities Only for 
two phases of the same chemical composltlon but different electrical poten- 
tial one obtains j&” - ji,O = z,F(rp” - $0) The mner potential may be further 
subdivided mto two components correspondmg to the excess charge on the 
empty shell, the outer or Volta potentza2, $ , and to the surface dipoles, the 
surface potential x 

@a= $L” +xQ (31) 

If, for the example dlscussed above, one plots the potential $ as a function 
of the distance x from the phase (Y (Fig 3) one gets, at large distances, a 
potential drop accordmg to eqn (29) with r = (x + 1) cm At short distances 
from the surface, contrlbutlons to the potential from short-range mter- 
actions, e g , due to image forces and dipole mteractlons, will dommate As a 
result it may be shown (cf ref 6) that at a distance x = lo- 5 cm, the poten- 
teal 1s very nearly equal to the outer potential of the phase (m our example 
$I = 1 V) The outer potential J, (y, defmed as the work reqmred to brmg the 
test charge from mfmlty to a distance of about 1O-5 cm from the surface of 
phase (Y, IS a measurable quantity, because it IS an electrical potential dlffer- 
ence between two points m the same medium, e g , vacuum 
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? r 

electric 
potential t 

I 
a vacuum 

i 
0 

X 

Fig 3 Electrmal potential at the boundary between phase cu and vacuum 

Since 5,” and $” are measurable quantities, eqns (30) and (31) enable 
us to introduce another measurable potential, the so-called real potentzal 

Q, 
Q_-i2 

Pu, ---z,F$~ = /_ircy + x,FxCY (32) 

An example of this potential 1s the electromc work fun&on, w = ---a:, 
which 1s the work required to brag an electron from the interior of a phase 
to a point Just outside the range of any surface effects, at about 1 O- 5 cm 
away 

2 2 G1bb.s adsorption Isotherm at charged rnterfaces 
Sohd/hquld interfaces are often charged, e g , by preferential adsorp- 

tion of ions from solution or preferential dlssolutlon of charged sohd phase 
constituents To satisfy the requirement of electroneutrahty the counter- 
charge must be close and the so-called electrical double layer ~111 be formed 

The electrochemical counterpart of the Gibbs equation IS most simply 
derived for an zdeal polarued eZectrode (absence of electrode reactions, no 
Ions, only electrons m the electrode phase QL, e g , mercury/electrolyte mter- 
face), cf refs 3 and 5 for details 

At constant T and p the Gibbs eqn (14) reads 

---d-r = EWF, , (33) 

where the I’,‘s are the surface excesses of charged and uncharged species The 
electrochemical potentials and excesses of mdlvldual lonlc species are not 
mdependently vmable Electroneutrahty requires that the excess of electrons 
m the 01 phase equals the total excess of posltlve charge m the p phase, or 
re = Zz,17,, where z, indicates the valency of ion z, including its sign The 
Gibbs’ equation then bec.omes 

-dr = + C17,dETi,P + Cr,z,d&” (34) 

By splitting the’ electrochcfmlcal potentials mto chemlcaJ and electrlcal poten- 
tials according to eqn (30), we get 
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-dr = ~rld~Zp + ~rlz,d/Q + rr,z,Fd(@ - #“) (35) 
t I I 

The quantity FEl?,z, may be identified mth the excess charge u on the solu- 
tion side of the interface To get a measurable potential difference instead of 
the unmeasurable quantity (~$0 - c#I”) the electrode IS connected to a refer- 
ence electrode The externally measured potential difference, E, of such a 
cell may differ from @fi -- #& by some constant, which yields the Llppmann 
equation 

-dr = xr,&, + 0d.E) 
1 

(36) 

or 

Analogous forms of the Llppmann equation may be derived for other 
types of electrodes, e g , for reversible electrodes with exchange of Ions 
between the solid and liquid phase Very recently, Stol and de Bruyn [lo] 
considered the case of lomc adsorption at the interface separatmg a sparingly 
soluble salt, AB, from an aqueous solution with potential determining elec- 
trolyte AY and a supportmg electrolyte XY For this system at constant T 
and p, eqn (33) reads 

-dy = r,+dji + rg-djig- + I’x+djZx+ + ry-dj&- (37) 

In defmmg the adsorption, rHZO = 0 IS chosen, and terms mth H+ and OH- 
ions have been omitted Usmg the relations 

PAB = PA+ + FB- = constant, (38) 

PXY = Fx+ + P-Y- , (39) 

PAY = PA+ + I%?- > (40) 

and 

r A+ - r B- + r X+ - r Y- = 0 (electroneutrahty) (41) 

eqn (37) may be written as 

-dy = (rA+ - r8-)dPAy + 

The surface charge density 
ions 

rx+dllxy (42) 

1s defined as the excess adsorption of lattice 

(43) 

Inserting this definition m eqn (42) and making use of eqn (40) we get 

-dy = idpA+ + +- + rx+ dpx, (44) 
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At constant lomc strength and cxy 9 cAy, eqn (42) slmphfles to 

-dr = (r,+ - rBp)dpAY 

and eqn (44) to 

dy= -;dj& 

(45) 

(46) 

Equation (45) may be integrated to fmd the decrease m y if the dependence 
of (r,+ - rB-) on C(Ay (I e , the adsorption isotherm) 1s known 

If for ion A’ equlllbnum IS established throughout the system we have 

dpA+ = d&+ = RTdln aA+ (47a) 

= d,iig+ = Fd@ (47b) 

= dr_t”A+ = dp”,+ + Fd$., (47c) 

where I#J = 4” - @ and $ O IS the average electrostatic potential at the surface 
relative to that of the bulk solution (p) which IS arbltrarlly assigned a value 
of zero Substltutlon of eqn (47~) m eqn (46) @ves 

dr= -ad&,- ; d/+ (48) 

To evaluate the electrical contrlbutlon to dr a model for the electrical 
double layer has to be chosen (e g , Gouy-Chapman theory, SectIon 2 4), 
and an adsorption model for the chemical contrlbutlon, e g , that of Lang- 
mulr with 

8 
d& =RTdln - 

l--B’ 
(49) 

where 19 1s the fraction of the total number of sites at the interface occupied 
by ion z For a review of various adsorption models see, e g , refs 5 and 8 

2 3 Nernst equation, potentral determmmg LOOS [ 1 I] 
In general, one can dlstmgulsh among three sltuatlons for z ions as to 

the estabhshment of thermodynamic equlhbrmm between the bulk phases, 
LY (solid) and p (electrolyte), and the mterfaclal region, 0 

(a) iZ = PY = ii? , WW 

(cl PP f Pup f P? (5Oc) 

For non-mdtiferent ions, z e , Ions which may, m prmclple, take part m the 
sohd phase and/or the interface case (c) will be an exception The diffusion 
of ions m the sohd phase IS usually so slow that m the tune of measurement 
no equlllbrlum between bulk, LIP, and Interface, O, 1s reached (case (b)) 
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Using eqn (30) and the expresslon for the chemical potential of a 
species z m solution 

pf =pf” +RTlna,, (51) 

where pf” 1s a standard chemical potential and a, the activity of species E 
(charge ze) m solution, we get for case {aa) 

(52) 

Since pf” and PF may be regarded as constant, the potential changes between 
the bulk phases are completely determined by changes m the activity of the 
Ion z m solution, and therefore also the measurable electromotive force, E, of 
a cell composed of this half-cell and a surtable reference electrode Equation 
(52) 1s the Nernst equation, which predicts for z-valent, socalled potentlal- 
determmmg ions, potential changes of 59/z mV per decade change m a, at 
25 “C It may be remarked that for J ions, the actlvlty a, of which IS m some 
way related to the activity a, of an ion obeying eqn. (50a), e g , ma a, X a, = 
constant, the Nernstlan potential response also applies, even though equlhb- 
rlum between the bulk phases 1s not established for I 

For case b 
tlon 1s Bven by 

the poGnt1a.l difference between the interface and the solu- 

,$O -p; RT 
+ 

ZF 
zF In a! (53) 

In prmclple, an expression such as eqn (51) also holds for the chemical 
potential of species a m the interface 

o= P P ao+RTInap 

Inserting this expression m eqn (53) grves 

(54) 

ppo --/A;’ RT @L_#)L ’ + 
ZF 

- ln(af /a:) 
ZF 

(55) 

The evaluation of this relation agam requires knowledge of the adsorption 
isotherm (dependence of pp or a: on a!, cf Section 2 2) 

A special assumption 1s that ,uUp 1s mdependent of the actlvlty of the 
potential determmmg ions m solution, which might be the case for very low 
surface charges/coverages, e g , for Ag+ and I- on AgI [ 11, 121 Then the 
change m the potential difference between interface and solution 1s even by 

d$“-d($a-@)= %dInaf (56) 

If the mterface potential IS taken to be zero when the interface 1s uncharged 
(pomt of zero charge, p z c ), we get 
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The constancy of pp implies that the change m potential across the mterface 
due to changes m a*@ occurs entirely between surface and solution, for case 
(b) (eqn (50b)) the potential difference $” -- @” 1s undefined, for case (a) 
(eqn (5Oa)) this difference 1s defined and constant 

2 4 Gouy-Chapman-Stern model of the electrxal double layer [4, 5, 7, 81 
Thermodynamics yields the relative lonlc interface excesses but cannot 

give any mformatlon about the dlstrlbutlon of the Ions m the double layer 
The model developed by Gouy (1910) and Chapman (1913), and modified 
by Stern (1924) bears close resemblance to the Debye-Huckel theory for 
the activity coefflclents m electrolytes and has been applied for the explana- 
tlon of the stability of hydrophobic collolds (DerJagm-Landau-Verwey- 
Overbeek theory, 1945) 

In the model the double layer 1s considered to be built up by an excess 
surface charge density, a,, on the solid electrode, and a compensatmg charge 
density of specrflcally adsorbed ions, ua, and a charge density m the diffuse 
part m solution od Because of electroneutrahty one has 

(J, + 0, + Dd = 0 (58) 

An atomic picture of the double layer near to the solid surface 1s given m 
Fig 4 The ions m solution are considered to be solvated and can approach 
the surface only to a distance about equal to the radius of the solvated Ions 
(outer Helmholtz plane, OHP) In the absence of specific adsorption, the 
reaon between OHP and the surface is-free of charge When specific adsorp- 
tion occurs of at least partially desolvated ions the inner region IS no longer 
free of charge The plane through the centers of the speclflcally adsorbed 
ions IS called the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) 

The relation between the charge density m the diffuse part of the 
double layer and the potential difference, I$~, at the OHP relative to the 
homogeneous bulk of the solution, 1s calculated m the Gouy-Chapman 
model by treating the ions as point charges m a dlelectrlc contmuum The 
relation between the electrical potential G(x) at a distance x from the OHP 
and the space charge density P(X) 1s given by the Poisson equation 

d2#(x) P(X) p=-- 
dx2 

, (59) 
f,EO 

where E, 1s the relative dlelectrlc constant (E, = 78 for water) and e. the per- 
mittlvity of vacuum (8 854 X 10-l’ C V-l m-l) The charge density, result- 
mg from unequal concentrations, cZ, of cations and anions, 1s given by 

P(X) = CGWX) 

The distribution of the ions m the potential field of the double layer IS 
described by using Boltzmann statistics 

c,(x) = czo exp - -- 
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Metal 
Inner Outer 

Helmhottz 
/ plan/ 

Helmholtz 
Ptane 

Metal 

Fe 4 Atomic model for the lomc double layer 1131 

Fliz 5 Potential and charge dlstrlbutlon m the double layer (a) m the absence of specific 
adsorption, (b) with speclflc adsorptlon 

where c,,, 1s the concentration of z at the point where the electrical potential 
IS chosen to be zero (bulk of the solution) Combmatlon of eqns (59) - (61) 
yields the Polsson-Boltzmann equation 

d2W) z,F@(x) _=- - dx2 sz %C,o exP 
E&O 1 RT 

(62) 

For a symmetrical electrolyte (z, = --z_ = z, c+~ = c_~ = c) this equation can 
be solved by integrating over x mth boundary condlbons @J(X) = Qd at x = 0 
and@=O,d$/dx=Oatx=~ (cf refs 4 and 5) As a result one obtams 

co 

0 d= s p(x) dx = --(tk,~~RTc)~/~ smh 
0 
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For aqueous solutions at 25 “C, eqn (63) becomes 

“d = ---Xl 74 c112 smh(l9 46 z $d) , (641 

where c is m moles per hter, @d m volts and ud in PC/cm2 
In the absence of speclflc adsorption the potential distribution m the 

double layer 1s as depicted m Fig 5(a) The potential at the surface, @$, may 
be written as 

@s = Gd + ~.s/Cstern , (65) 

where Gtern 1s the capacity of the Stern layer In the presence of specific 
adsorption one gets a potential dlstr,rlbutlon as shown m Fig 5(b) 

3 Appllcatlons 

3 1 Galuantc cell 
Consider a galvanic cell of type 

Cu’ 1 Pt, H,(I atm) I H+(a+_ = 1) iJ & 1 AgCl I Ag 1 CU”, 
1 2 4 5 6 

(66) 

where the left-hand half-cell IS the standard hydrogen electrode and the 
symbol I I mdlcates a liquid Junction potential which, agamst the saturated 
KC1 solution, may be neglected,,or assvmed to be constant The electro- 
motive force of the cell, E = @cu - $cu , IS measurable and 1s wrltten as 

E= - $ (Fe cu” - p, CU’) (67) 

Thermodynam+~ equlllbnum of electrons at interfaces 1 and 6 lmphes ii, cu’ 
= ii? and jii, cu = & Ag, which yields for eqn (67) 

The electrode reactions m the two half-cells are 

AgCl + e (Ag) t Ag + Cl- , (69) 

and 

2 2 H+ + e(Pt) (70) 

Using the condltlon of equahty of the electrochemical potentials we get 

Pe - Ag=pAg+ii$C1--A~Cl, UW 

and 
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Inserting these equations m eqn (68), the electromotive force becomes 

(72) 

If we neglect the liquid Junction potential between the standard hydrogen 
Ion solution and the saturated KC1 solution and use eqn (30) for the electro- 
chemical potentials m eqn (72) we get 

(73) 

It 1s customary to choose the electrode potential of the left-hand half- 
cell arbltrarlly equal to zero Thus, the tabulated standard electrode poten- 
tial E” of the right--hand cell m fact represents 

From eqn (7la) we get 

1 
,&*” = -FEtg,Agcl + - /.& - ,&+ - FGKcl 

2 z 

(74) 

(75) 

3 2 Oxzde/electroly te zn terface 
With oxides direct measurement of the surface potential IS not possible 

as mth mercury and reversible surfaces The expernnental data comprise (a) 
matenal balance data (amounts adsorbed determined, e g , by potentlometrlc 
titration) and (b) electrokmetlc data ({-potential, coagulation studies) The 
electrical double layer on oxide surfaces has been mvestlgated extensively m 
the last twenty years and vmous models have been proposed to explam the 
experimental results Early potentlometrlc studies [ 14, 151 confirmed the 
importance of H+ and OH- m the estabhshment of the electrlcal double 
layer at the oxide/water mterface, these ions bemg “potential-determmmg” 
(p d ) m the sense of case (b) m Sectlon 2 3 A summary of oxides studied 
until 1977 has been given by Davis et al [ 161 Examples of more recent 
studies are those performed m the group of de Bruyn [17, 18] Recent 
reviews and discussions of the current approaches have been presented by 
Dousma [ 181 and Westall and Hohl [ 191 These approaches have been clas- 
sified as “site-bmdmg models” [ 181 or as “surface complexatlon models”, 
since localized adsorption or surface complex formatlon of at least the p d 
ions 1s implied 

The models may be dlstmgulshed accordmg to three aspects 
(a) The speclflcatlon and number of the surface sites In the amphoterzc 

model two adsorption reactlons are consldered to take place at the common- 
ly accepted amphoterlc site S-OH 

SOH2+ t SOH + H,+ , (76) 
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SOH 2 SO- -I- H,’ (77) 

The total number of sites available (N,) per unit area IS determined by the 
mass balance of the three different types of sites 

N, = [SOH] -I- [SOH2+] -I- [SO-] (78) 

and the surface charge density 

0, = ([SOH,‘] - [SO-] ) F (79) 

The two-ate model IS characterized by surface reactions of the type 

S2 + B,+ f S, (81) 

Two sites (S, and S,) are consldered, and also metal ions are assumed to take 
part m the surface equlhbrla, e g , B,+ = (1/3)Als3+ for alummum hydroxide, 
mth A,- = OH- [ 171 

(b) Specific adsorption of non-p d (foreign) ions In the absence of 
specdlc adsorptlon the potential and charge dlstrlbutlon 1s as depicted m 
Fig 5(a), when speclflc adsorptlon 1s taken into account as m Fig 5(b) 

(c) The locahzatlon of the (planes of) sites for specific adsorption In 
most of the proposed models the p d ions are assumed to be located m the 
surface plane (at potential Q, m Fig 5) For the mean plane of charge and 
potential of the specdlcally adsorbed non-p d Ions the IHP (4,) a,) as well 
as the surface plane have been chosen 

Westall and Hohl [ 191 fltted five electrostatic models for the oxide/ 
electrolyte interface to experimental data for r-Al,O, and T102 They found 
that all models could represent the expenmental data equally well, but that 
the values of correspondrng parameters adJusted m different models are not 
the same and that the models are therefore “not necessarily an accurate 
physical description of the interface” Westall and Hohl consider it necessary 
to study better defined samples, e g , latex-particles, to fmd the correct 
model An analogous conclusion IS drawn by Dousma [ 181, who states that 
for a given oxide the chemical composltlon and physical state of the surface 
have to be determined 

To give an impression of the various approaches, the amphoterlc model 
without specific adsorption of foreign ions will be briefly described (for 
details see ref 18) The two reaction equlhbna, eqns (76) and (77) are 
characterized by the constants 

K 
I 

= [SOHI W+ls and K 
= [So-l CH'ls 

IsOH,+ 2 
[SoHI 

The concentration of protons m the surface layer [H’] s 1s related to the 
bulk concentration by the Boltzmann equation 

(82) 

WI, = WI exp(-F@,IRT) (83) 
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PH 

Fig 6 Calculated plots of u~/cJ,, us pH [ 18 ] 
a,e ApK=56 a-d C+,= 5F/m2 
b,f ApK=20 e-h Ce,,=w 
c,g ApK=O 
d, h ApK = -2, --5,6 pzc pH=94 

omax = 1 2 C/m2 
c=OlM 

PH prc-P’-’ 

Fig 7 Calculated plots of & us pH [ 181 C.+, = 00, for other physlcal constants see Fig 6 

By making use of eqns (63) and (65) of the Gouy-Chapman-Stern itheory 
and of the electroneutrahty condltlon 

0, +ud = 0, (84) 

for chosen values of $d and Cstern, values for os and 4, are calculated Sub- 
sequently, from the set of eqns (78), (79) and (82) and inserted values of us, 
K1, K2 and N,, the concentrations of the four surface species, at % [H’] s, are 
determined The pH of the solution then follows from eqn (83) 

Examples of calculated plots of os/umax (cJ,,, = F N,) and of 4, us pH 
are shown m Figs 6 and 7 From the model it follows that at the pomt of 
zero charge (u, = 0) 

PH,,, = $(P& + PKZ) (85) 

Figure 6 shows that without the Stern correction urnax 1s reached at 
relatively high pH values, and that the maximum 1s reached sooner for smal- 
ler values of ApK = pK2 - pK1 According to Fig 7, at high ApK the cal- 
culated curve deviates from the Nernst equation (57) For lower ApK values 
this equation IS obeyed rather well, except at low pH values where charge 
saturation 1s reached 

The apphcatlon of this sunple amphoterlc model and of more elaborate 
site-bmdmg models requires knowledge of the equlllbrlum constants K and 
of parameters such as N, (for a recent review see ref 16) 
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3 3 Interface between semconductor and oxtde layer 
The physlcal properties of the interface between a semiconductor and a 

thm oxide layer are largely governed by the existence of an interface barrier 
m the form of an excess or deflclency of charge m interface states At sur- 
faces or interfaces the energy states of electrons may differ from those m 
the interior on both sides This has special consequences when the energy 
levels are located wlthm the forbidden energy gap for bulk electrons Elec- 
trons may become localized m these states wlthout being able to move mto 
the interior Surface or interface states can have acceptor or donor character 
and therefore can give rise to a net surface charge density o,, per unit area 
that may be positive, negative or zero The condltlon of electroneutrahty 
requires that the surface charge IS compensated by a charge uJ,, of opposite 
sign, distributed m a layer near the surface, the space charge layer 

cIss + USC = 0 (861 

This equation IS, m prmclple, vahd for double layers formed at various types 
of mterfaces, e g , semlconductor/msulator systems of different kinds and 
semiconductor/metal contacts The electrical field m the double layer leads 
to a potential difference, C#J, with respect to the bulk of the semiconductor, 
which depends on the distance x from the surface (X = 0, see Fig 8) In the 
space charge re@on the potential energy of electrons thus varies as -e@(x), 
and the energy, E,(x), at the conduction band edge becomes 

&(x1 = Ec - e@(x), (87) 

where Ec IS the bulk energy level Slmllarly one has 

G(x) = Ev - e#(x) (88) 

E,(x) = E, - e#W , (89) 
where Ev represents the top of the valence band m the bulk and E, IS the 
mtrmslc energy level, which IS halfway between EC and E, In thermo- 
dynamic equlhbrmm, the electrochemical potential, ii,, or Fermi level, E,, 

Example of an energy diagram In the InterfacIal region of an n-type semlconduc- 



of the electrons must be everywhere the same The 
m the space charge reDon may be described by the 
the form (cf refs 20 and 21) 

n(x) = n, exp 
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dlstrlbutlon of electrons 
Boltzmann equation m 

(90) 

where n, IS the mtrmslc cmer density The same relation apphes to the 
holes 

By mtroducmg the dlmenslonless energy parameters [ 221 

EF -E,(x) W(x) e@(x) 
U= 

kT =ub kT 
+ - and U(X) = - 

kT ’ 

(91) 

w-9 

eqns (90) and (91) can be written as 

n(x) = n, exp(u) = n, exp(& + v) = nb exp( u) (93a) 

p(x) = n, exp( -u) = nl exp(-ub - u) = pb exp( -u) , (93b) 
where n,, and pb are the bulk concentration (x + -) The carrier densltles at 
the surface are given by 

n, = n, exp(u,) = ytb exp(v,) (94a) 

(94b) 
The space charge layers may be classlfled according to the relative values of 
the carrier concentrations at the surface, as shown m Table 1 

As m Section 2 4, the relation between the electrostatic potential, @, 
and the space charge den&y, p, 1s sven by the Poisson equation 

d2W) P(X) -=-_ 
dx2 

I (5% 
E 

where E LS the permlttlvlty of the semiconductor In this case p IS @ven by 

TABLE 1 

Classlfmatlon of space charge layers 

Accumulation layer 
Flat band 
Depletion layer 
Inverslon layer 

n 

Izs ’ nb 
nS = nb 

Ps < *, < nb 

ps ’ ns 

P 

Ps>pb 
Ps =Pb 
ns < Ps <Pb 

n, > ps 



where NA and ND are the concentrations of lornzed acceptors and donors, 
which are assumed to be independent of x Charge neutrahty in the bulk 
yields 

NA -ND=&-& (96) 

By using the dlmenslonless potent& u, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation 1s 
obtamed by combmmg eqns (59), (95), (96) and (93a, b) as 

d2u 2e2n, 
- = x [sm h(u, + u) - wn h(ub)] 
dx2 

(97) 

The solution of this equation (see e g , refs 21 and 22) gwes the electrical 
field m the surface layer as a function of the surface potentlal 

E --_ - ;; = T 
kT 
-F, 
eLF3 

where 

F= 
d2 

{cos h(ub)} 1’2 
{cos h(ub + u) - cos h(z+,) 

and the Debye length, L,, 1s defined by 

EkT l/L 
LB = -I 

e2(nb +Pb) 
I 

- 

(98) 

- U Sill h(Ub)} 1’2 (99) 

(100) 

In eqn (98) the (+) sign corresponds to $ < 0 and the (- -) sign to @ > 0 The 
net charge density per unit area m the space charge layer can be expressed as 

kT 
=T& - Fs 

0 T 0 
= 

eLB 
(101) 

This means that oSc 1s a function of the surface potential @, One defines a 
differential space charge capacdance as 

The difference m densities of electrons and holes m the space charge layer 
with respect to the bulk can be expressed m excess quantities AN and AP 
defined as 

AN= r( n-nn,) dx, 
0 

(103a) 

AP= [@--JIPb) dX 
0 

(103b) 
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The difference between both excess densities yields the net space charge 
density 

u SC = e(AP - AN) (104) 

By using eqns (93) and (98) these excess quantities can be numerically 
evaluated as a function of the surface potential and the bulk potential [ 20 - 
221 The conductlvrty due to the excess carriers IS called the surface conduc- 
tzuzty, g,, defined as 

gs = ea(p,,AN + tipsAP) , (105) 

where pu,, and tips are the effective moblhtles for electrons and holes m the 
space charge regon and a 1s a geometmcal factor In general, the values of the 
effective surface moblhtles will be lower than the corresponding bulk values 
due to additional scattering centers near the surface, such as roughness and 
ionized lmpurltles [ 211 In the case of small band bendmg, the effects of sur- 
face scattering on the surface conductlvlty can be neglected [ 201, and the 
effective mobllltles at the surface can be taken equal to the bulk values 

As an lllustratlon, m Fig 9 calculated values of g, are plotted as a func- 
tion of the band bendmg, u,, for two s&con samples [23] It should be 
noted that the dnnenslon of the surface conductlvlty 1s A V-l, since the 
excess carrier concentrations are expressed per unit surface area, g, 1s often 
expressed m Q - ’ 0-l (mho per square) 

When a semiconductor surface, possibly covered with a thin oxide 
layer, 1s capacltlvely coupled to a metal electrode, the surface conductlvlty 
~11 change under the influence of the external field The so-called fzeld- 
effect mobrlrty y FE 1s defined by 

d gs 
pFE= - - 

dunei ’ 

300 K 

pn = 1500 cm’/vs 

VP = 400 cm2fvs 

(106) 

Fig 9 Values of the surface conductwlty g, us band bendmg us calculated for 5200 a cm 
n-type and 1000 fi cm p-type &con [23] 
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where IS,~ represents the total induced charge 
ductor surface, dlstrlbuted over the interface 
reaon 

per unit area at the semlcon- 
states and the space charge 

3 4 ISFET (Ion Sensrtwe Fzeld Effect Transistor) system [ 243 
In 1ts simplest form this system consists of a reference electrode, a solu- 

tion of unknown pH and an S1O,/S1 electrode, and 1s represented by 

Cu’ I S1 I S10, ; E@tlon ‘,’ @1 I AgCl I Ag I Cu” 
1 2 5 6 7 

(107) 

Since the bulk of the S102 1s considered to be a perfect insulator, between 
the terminals Cu” and Cu’ an arbitrary voltage, E, can be applied 

(108) 

Thermodyqamlc equ111brmm of electrons at interfaces 1 and 7 1mphes jZi2”’ = 
r_l,” and ,!iz” = PC”, which yields for eqn (108) 

E = $8” - peg) (109) 

The reversible reaction between the silver wire, coated with a layer of AgCi, 
and the saturated KC1 solution has been discussed 1n Section 3 1 

Inserting eqn (74) rnto eqn (109) and spllttlng p,” into a chemical and 
an electrical part we get 

The electrical potential difference between the bulk of the electrolyte (@El) 
and the bulk of the s111con (@F) 1s considered to be composed of the follow- 
mg parts (see F1g 10) 

(a) $2 -G?,b e t ween the S102/S1 interface and the bulk of S1, 
(b) sl,/= = @C$ _ @F, at the S1O,/S1 interface, 
(c) cp? -+gx, across the (msulatmg) oxide, 
(d) 0xf-l = #2 -G;“, at the electrolyte/SlO, interface due to the polar1- 
zatlon and orlentatlon of molecules, 
(e) @E’ - $$, between the bulk of the solution and the electrolyte/SlO, 
interface 
The charge distrlbutlon 1s considered to consist of three contrlbutlons 

a chargp on the S10, surface at the electrolyte/SlO, interface (ooX), and two 
space charges, one at the solution side (a,J and the other at the s111con side 
(asp) of the S10, The charge o,, 1s formed by chemical rnteractlon of the 
S10, with the electrolyte In this slmpllfled model 1t 1s assumed that no 
charge 1s present mslde the S102 nor 1n the surface states at the SIO,/SI mter- 
face 

Electroneutrahty requires 

(3,] +- 00x + us1 = 0 (111) 
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Fig 
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I- 

10 ElectrIcal potential and charge dlstrlbutlon m the system electrolyte/SlO@~ [ 241 

The electrical potential differences at the interfaces 1, 5, 6 and 7 of the cell 
(107) retam constant values, which are determmed by the chemical compo- 
sition of the phases involved As m Section 3 1 we will neglect the liquid 
Junction potential at mterface 4 With the mtroduced assumptions, any 
changes in the composltlon of the electrolyte, and thus m @El - $z”, and m 
the applied voltage E ml1 appear completely across the S102 layer as well as 
the space charge regon m Sl 

Abbreviating (E%,,A~c~ -_(1/2F)~ii, + (~/F)P!$+) as EA~/A~c~, eqn (1~0) 

may be written as 

E= ++ EAg/AgCl + (@:‘- @sx”> + (4gx - @:“I + ‘kox + @,” - @: (112) 

A special case of E 1s the voltage at which the surface potential at the 
s&on surface 1s equal to the bulk potential ($g - 4: = 0), which 1s called 
the flat-band voltage, EFB When no charges are present mslde the S102, nor 
m the surface states at the S102/S1 mterface, the potential difference @zx - 
@zx 1s then also zero and we get 

E FB = ; b-e + FS’xoX ) + eAg/AgCl + (6’ - @‘sI” (113) 

In this equation r_lF + FslxoX IS equal to the negative value of the S1/SIOz 
electronic barrier energy --a? (cf eqn (32)) Equation (113) slmphfles to 

1 
(114) 

For xons obeying the Nemst relation (eqns (52) or (56)) one expects EFB to 
vary with the activity of the H’ ions according to 
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RT 
dE,FJ= - F d In u&l+ (115) 

With more comphcated types of adsorption isotherms (Section 2 3) and 
for the site-bmdmg models mentioned m Section 3 2, the change m EFB, in 
general, will not simply obey the Nernst relation, but, nevertheless, can be 
interpreted d sufficient parameters are known (cf the recent calculations by 
SIU and Cobbold [ 25 ] ) It may be remarked that for the derivation of eqn 
(115) it 1s sufficient to assume that the liquid Junction potential and the 
charges mslde the SlO, and m the surface states at the SlO,/S1 surface are 
constant and independent of a$+, and not necessarily equal to zero By com- 
bmmg eqns (112) and (113) we get 

OX 
E---EFB =@d -@ Z” +@~-Y$$ 

The space charge at the &con side of the SlO,, u8, 1s given by 

(116) 

(117) 

where C,, denotes the oxide capacitance per unit area Inserting eqn ( 114) 
mto eqn (116) yields 

E-EE,,= - F +@--$,~ (118) 
OX 

This equation illustrates that the surface potential and the space charge of 
the s&con depend on E, which IS only externally variable, and on EFB, which 
1s dependent on the chemical composltlon of the electrolyte solution 

Experimentally the flat-band voltage E,, may be determined by 
measunng the dzfferentzal capacztance of the cell (cf eqn (102) and Fig 9) 
An alternative method 1s to measure the conductance of the znuerslon chan- 
nel of a MOSFET type structure, m which the metal 1s replaced by the 
electrolyte solution and the reference electrode (= ISFET) It may be shown 
(see refs 24, 26, 27) that the channel conductance also varies wth (@El -- 

#Z”) 
An mterestmg applzcatzon of the Lzppmann equatton to the semlcon- 

ductor/msulator/solutlon system can be realized when this system behaves 
like an zdeaZ polurzzed electrode [ 281 As outlmed m SectIon 3 2, m general, 
the surfaces of oxides ~11 hydrolyze, resulting m the formatlon of surface 
groups of whxch the charge depends on the pH of the electrolyte solution A 
polarlzable interface can be realized, for example, by coating with a hydro- 
phobic polymer 

For a su-nple l-l electrolyte, AB, the Llppmann equation, (36), may be 
written as (cf refs 5, 28, 29) 

-dy = 0 dEt + lTkcH-o) dpAB (119) 

Here u represents the charge den&y m the semiconductor phase and F* IS 
the electrode potential of the semiconductor with respect to an indicator 
electrode reversible to catlons (E+) or anions (E-) I’+(H30) denotes the 
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relative surface excess of either anions or cations with respect to water, 
defined as m eqn (18a) Introducing Parsons’ auxiliary function, {k [30], 
which IS defined by 

<’ = y + ojj” 

one obtains by dlfferentlatmg and msertmg eqn (119) 

(120) 

dS_’ = E’ do - r>H20)dpAB (121) 
Cross-dlfferentlatlon yields the so-called Esm and Markov coefflclents 

, 

T.P.CCAB 
(122) 

which @ve mformatlon about the adsorption isotherm of speclflcally 
adsorbed ions In practice, mstead of an mdlcator electrode a reference elec- 
trode 1s used as m eqn (107) It may be shown [5, 291 that for such a cell, 
eqn (122) reads 

1 -- +-, 
2F 

023) 

where E 1s the potential of the reference electrode with respect to the seml- 
conductor The left-hand side of eqn (123) can be determined as follows 
upon changmg the electrolyte composltlon (pm), the charge u m the seml- 
conductor (e g , the channel conductance) 1s kept constant by varying E In 
contrast mth conventional polarlzable electrodes, the Esm and Markov coef- 
ficients are here evaluated m a direct way, because the FET conflguratlon 
enables us to determine two expernnental parameters simultaneously, name- 
ly, an external voltage applied perpendicular to the S1/SIOZ interface and the 
conductance parallel to this interface 
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